ABSTRACT Algorithmic skeletons are high-level representations for parallel programs that hide the underlying parallelism details from program specification. These skeletons are defined in terms of higher-order functions that can be composed to build larger programs. Many skeleton frameworks support efficient implementations for stand-alone skeletons such as map, reduce, and zip for both shared-memory systems and small clusters. However, in these frameworks, expressing complex skeletons that are constructed through composition of fundamental skeletons either requires complete reimplementation or suffers from limited scalability due to required global synchronization. In the stapl Skeleton Framework, we represent skeletons as parametric data flow graphs and describe composition of skeletons by point-to-point dependencies of their data flow graph representations. As a result, we eliminate the need for reimplementation and global synchronizations in composed skeletons. In this work, we describe the process of translating skeleton-based programs to data flow graphs and define rules for skeleton composition. To show the expressivity and ease of use of our framework, we show skeleton-based representations of the NAS EP, IS, and FT benchmarks. To show reusability and applicability of our framework on real-world applications we show an NBody application using the FMM (Fast Multipole Method) hierarchical algorithm. Our results show that expressivity can be achieved without loss of performance even in complex real-world applications.
INTRODUCTION
The increase in availability of high-performance computing systems has made the need for expressive and efficient methods of parallel program specification more evident. Many parallel libraries and frameworks currently provide easier methods for expressing parallel applications [6, 3, 4, 25, 15, 22] . However, most of these studies are tied to specific programming models, and programs expressed using such methods are not reusable in other libraries and frameworks.
Algorithmic skeletons [9] , on the other hand, tackle this issue by separating program specification from parallel implementation. These higher-level representations, which are usually defined using polymorphic higher-order functions, represent common interaction patterns prevalent in parallel programs [24] . map, zip, and reduce are examples of these patterns. The functional representation of skeletons provides opportunities for formal analysis and transformations to be applied on parallel programs, regardless of their parallel implementations [24] . Providing efficient parallel implementations for these fundamental skeletons in a skeleton framework can simplify parallel programming. Algorithm developers focus on the computation of an application and leave the parallelism details to be handled by the skeleton framework developers. Moreover, the functional representation of skeletons allows large and complex applications to be composed from these building blocks.
Several skeleton frameworks provide efficient implementations of fundamental skeletons for both shared-memory systems and small clusters [12] . However, in these frameworks, skeleton composition is either not considered at all, requiring reimplementation of composed skeletons, or is a BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) execution of each skeleton in a composition followed by a global synchronization Operators elem, repeat, compose Skeletons allgather, allreduce, alltoall, allgather, bitreversal, broadcast, butterfly, copy, fft, gather, inner-product, map, reduce, pointer-jumping, reverse-butterfly, tree<k>, zip<k>, zip-reduce<k> reverse-tree<k>, scan, scatter, transpose-2d, transpose-3d, wavefront-2d, wavefront-3d, at each step [18, 20] . Even if these synchronizations do not play a large role in the performance of applications on lower core counts, they can degrade performance at a larger scale.
The stapl Skeleton Framework resolves these outstanding issues. In this framework, we use parametric data flow graphs as our internal representation of skeletons. This representation allows programs to run efficiently on parallel systems, regardless of their size. We provide efficient implementations for various fundamental skeletons, as listed in Table 1 , from which larger programs can be composed. We translate composition of skeletons by point-to-point dependencies between their corresponding data flow graphs. Using point-to-point dependencies, instead of global synchronizations, allows programs written in terms of skeletons to scale better. To show expressivity we present skeleton-based implementation of the NAS EP, IS, and FT benchmarks. An N-Body application using the FMM hierarchical algorithm shows the reusability of skeletons in a real-world application. Our framework can be easily extended either through composition of skeletons or by adding data flow graph representations for new skeletons. Furthermore, our framework can be ported to other libraries with data flow engines. Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• a novel representation for skeleton composition as pointto-point dependencies of data flow graphs that avoids global synchronization
• a scalable and extensible skeleton framework that is closed under composition, and respects the formal definition of skeleton composition
• experimental results that show expressivity can be achieved without loss of performance
RELATED WORK
Since the the first appearance of skeleton-based programming in [9] , several skeleton libraries have been introduced. Some of these libraries support skeleton composition either at the specification level or at the implementation level. Examples are SkeTo [18] , Müesli [16] , JaSkel [10] , SKiP-PER [26] , and Eden [17] .
SkeTo [18] is a C++ skeleton framework implemented on top of MPI that provides parallel skeletons for parallel data structures. SkeTo allows successive invocation of elementary skeletons, but requires global synchronization between skeleton invocations due to the Bulk Synchronization Parallel model it implements. Our framework defines composition in terms of point-to-point dependencies, avoiding global synchronization costs.
Muesli [16] is a C++ skeleton library that is built for both shared and distributed memory, implemented on top of OpenMP and MPI. It provides a variety of task parallel and data parallel skeletons, but the composition of skeletons is restricted. The creation of a new composition requires reimplementation, as it cannot be defined directly from existing skeletons.
JaSkel [10] is a Java skeleton framework that provides farm, pipe and heartbeat skeletons. JaSkel provides separate implementations of each skeleton for shared and distributed memory systems, making it difficult to extend. Moreover, composition of skeletons in this framework requires reimplementation, limiting its generality.
SKiPPER [26] is a skeleton library developed in Caml. SKiPPER allows composition of its limited set of skeletons, e.g., map, reduce, etc. Theses skeletons are tailored towards vision applications and can work only for shared-memory systems. The compositions in this framework are tailored for specific purposes and cannot be generalized and extended.
Eden [17] is another skeleton framework which is intended to be an extension of Haskell. Similar to other functional languages, Eden allows non-strict functions, demand driven evaluation and monads. Eden provides methods for composing and nesting existing skeletons, and allows new skeletons to be added. The main drawback of Eden is that it cannot compete with high performance computing skeleton frameworks that are developed in languages like C and C++. In our framework we present the same expressivity level as Eden, while preserving performance.
THE STAPL SKELETON FRAMEWORK
We have developed the stapl Skeleton Framework, a C++ skeleton framework, which provides a wide variety of skeletons (Table 1) and allows new skeletons to be composed from these skeletons. In addition, new fundamental skeletons can be quickly created if needed. We provide multiple implementations for many skeletons, such as the alltoall and allreduce skeletons, allowing tunability of programs.
In our framework, skeletons are represented as parametric data flow graphs that are expanded when input data is provided. Since data flow graphs express available parallelism explicitly, our skeleton implementations can, by definition, run in parallel. This abstraction allows us to hide parallelism details from the specification level of skeletons. In our previous work [29] , we showed how these fine-grain representations of skeletons are transformed to coarser-grain data flow graphs to run efficiently on distributes systems. In this work, we focus on skeleton composition and its translation to point-to-point dependencies. We show examples of applications that are composed from many skeletons without requiring global synchronization or reimplementation of the composed skeletons.
To facilitate the composition of data flow graphs, we encapsulate the internal representation of skeletons by defining input and output ports. Ports only expose the external interface of skeletons, as seen in skeletons formal definition, hiding internal complexity. For example, the 1D ports of a scan skeleton allows scan to be implemented in many ways ( Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) ), while keeping its external interface unique.
In our framework, skeleton compositions are defined statically, allowing the strong typing system of C++ to ensure the correctness of skeleton compositions. The type inference rules of these operators are given in Table 2 . 
SKELETON COMPOSITION
Since skeletons are defined in terms of higher-order functions, they are by definition composable. Many applications can be expressed as a composition of fundamental skeletons. For example, map-reduce, a frequently used skeleton, can easily be expressed as a composition of the map and the reduce skeletons. Although defining skeletons composition is relatively simple at the specification level, translating them to efficient parallel implementations is not as straightforward. This issue has limited the usability of many skeleton frameworks [12] to very small applications.
In the stapl Skeleton Framework we use data flow graphs as our internal representation of skeletons. This representation allows composition to be defined in terms of point-topoint dependencies between the data flow graph representation of skeletons. Therefore, we eliminate the need for global synchronizations in algorithms that are defined as compositions of other skeletons, and allow communication and computation to be overlapped.
In this section, we describe the process of generating such data flow graphs from their fine-grain dependence relations using our composition operators: elem, repeat, and compose. The interfaces for these operators are given Table 3 .
We use inner-product as our example. Formally, this skeleton is defined as a composition of a zip and a reduce operators (reduce(+) • zip(×)). First, we explain how these two fundamental skeletons are created using the elem and repeat operators from their parametric dependence relations which we refer to as parametric dependencies for brevity. We then show how these two skeletons are composed to represent the data flow graph representation of the inner-product skeleton (Fig. 2 ).
Parametric Dependencies
To build data flow graph representations for fundamental skeletons, we use their finest-grain dependence relations, which we refer to as parametric dependencies. A parametric dependency defines the relation between input elements of a skeleton and its output as a parametric coordinate mapping and an operation. For example, in a zip skeleton with a binary operator, this relation is defined as:
In other words, the value of element i of the output of this skeleton is computed by applying the binary ⊕ operator on the ith element of each of the inputs. At runtime, parametric dependencies are translated to data flow graph nodes in the execution process.
elem
The elem operator (Table 3) is an operator that expands a parametric dependency over a subdomain of the given inputs, called the span. By default, span is defined as the full domain of the inputs. We use a tree-span later in this section as an example of a non-default case.
The elem operator is used to describe the data flow graph representation of the zip <k> skeleton from its parametric dependency ( Fig.2 (a) ):
The map skeleton, which is a specialization of the zip <k> skeleton with k equals 1, can be expressed similarly.
Ports
As mentioned earlier, ports encapsulate the internal implementation that a skeleton represents and only expose the external interface of a skeleton. For a skeleton implemented using the elem operator, we define a default port that allows access to every element in the domain of the given span. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (a), in a zip<2> skeleton the two input ports (input-port1 and input-port2), indicate that the zip skeleton can accept two inputs with 1D domains. Similarly, its output port allows access to the result of applying multiplication on every pair of input with 1D domains. The values we are showing in Fig. 2 are given for better readability and are not stored in ports.
repeat
Many data-parallel skeletons, such as reduce and scan, can be defined as tree-based or multilevel data flow graphs. Our repeat operator (Table 3 ) allows these skeletons to be expressed simply as such. The repeat operator successively applies a given skeleton on a given input, a given number of times (determined at runtime) to produce the results.
We use this operator to define the binary-tree representation of the reduce skeleton. First, we define the levels of the tree using the elem operator and the parametric dependency of the reduce skeleton: This parametric dependency says that for every element at index i, we apply the ⊗ operator on the two inputs at 2i and 2i + 1 from the previous iteration.
Using both the elem and the repeat operators, we define the data flow graph for the reduce skeleton as:
The tree-span in Eq. 4 is a customized span in which its domain is halved at each iteration of the repeat (Fig. 2(b) ). The log2 size indicates that the number of iterations for this skeleton is determined by computing log2 of the input size. Many skeletons listed in Table 1 , such as scan, butterfly, and broadcast, are defined in the same way.
Ports
The ports for the data flow graph representation of a skeleton created using the repeat skeleton allow access to only the input port of the first iteration and to the output port of the last iteration. As an example, we have shown the input and output ports of a reduce skeleton in Fig. 2 (b) . In this example, the input-port allows access to all elements in the domain of the input, while the output − port only allows access to the final result.
compose -Functional Composition
In the stapl Skeleton Framework, we allow skeletons to be composed using the compose operator. These compositions can be defined in two ways. In the first method, which we describe here, skeletons are composed using the simple mathematical notion of function composition:
This operator can be used to compose many skeletons, such as the inner-product skeleton shown in Fig. 2(c) and the ones listed in [29] . The simplified C++ code required to express these skeletons in our framework is shown in Listing. 1. Each of these skeletons is defined using functions which return the result of composition.
auto zip_reduce<2>(*, +) = compose(zip<2>(*), reduce(+)) auto inner_product = compose(zip<2>(*), reduce(+)); auto allreduce(+) = compose(reduce(+), broadcast); auto fft_dit = compose(bitreversal(), reverse_butterfly(fft_dit_op)); auto fft_dif = compose(butterfly(fft_dif_op), bitreversal());
Listing 1: Examples of functional composition.
Ports
The input port for the result of this type of composition is defined as the input port of the first skeleton in the composition. Similarly, the output port is defined as the output port of the last skeleton. As shown in Fig. 2(c) , in an innerproduct skeleton, the two input ports are connected to the input ports of the zip skeleton, and the output port is connected to the output port of the reduce skeleton.
These port mappings are used in the data flow graph generation phase, explained in Section 5, to define compositions in terms of point-to-point dependencies.
compose -Arbitrary Composition
Functional composition is very straightforward for defining simple compositions. However, this form of expressing composition becomes less expressive in arbitrary and complex compositions. In functional programming languages this problem is resolved using let expressions (letrec). A let expression simplifies compositions by potentially avoiding repetition and, at the same time, improving readability [23] . In a let expression, subexpressions are given names and can be reused; we use a mini-language to express the same type of compositions. The grammar for this minilanguage is shown in Table 4 .
Ports
We use our mini-language descriptions to define the mappings of the input and output of the skeletons in this type of composition. In Listing 2 we show how the mini-language can be used to express the functional composition used for the inner-product skeleton. The first line after the name in Listing 2 indicates that this skeleton receives two inputs. In the second line, these inputs are passed to the zip skeleton. The result of this computation is then passed to the reduce skeleton. Finally, the output of the reduce skeleton is used as the output of the inner-product skeleton. This simple example defines the simple functional composition using our mini-languages and is given here for ease of understandability. In the stapl Skeleton Framework, we provide generic port-mappings for simple functional compositions of arbitrary size and do not require users to provide port-mappings for such cases.
simple-port-mapping:
// C++ code for this composition auto inner_product = compose<portmaps::simple-port-mapping>( zip<2>(*), reduce(+))
Listing 2: inner-product composition using the mini-language.
We use the mini-language for complex compositions (such as the bucket-sort example in Listing 3) to express the port-mappings. We provide a Python-based tool which translates these descriptions to strongly-typed port-mappings in C++. The generated files can be used in compositions by simply adding the port-mapping name to the compose operator (portmaps::simple-port-mapping in Listing 2). Our tool also generates a GraphViz [11] dot file for the given composition description. As an example, the graphical representation of the bucket-sort skeleton is shown in Fig. 3 . We use this method of composition in this paper to show the compositions used in our case studies in Section 6. The C++ code for these compositions is similar to the one line listed in Listing 2. Therefore, we omit it in the rest of the examples for better readability.
SKELETON EXECUTION
In the previous sections we explained the process of expressing parametric data flow graphs for skeletons. To execute these parametric definition in the stapl Skeleton Framework, we need to first expand them based on the given inputs and generate data flow nodes for them. These data flow graphs need to be passed to a data flow engine for execution; this process is orchestrated by an entity called the Skeleton Manager. Upon the presence of input, the Skeleton Manager starts traversing the expression tree of a skeleton composition in a pre-order, depth-first traversal (Fig. 4) . We refer to this step as the spawning process. The spawning process populates the data flow graph representation of a skeleton composition to an execution environment.
The action taken by the spawning process at each step of traversal varies based on the type of the node visited. For both compose and repeat nodes, the spawning process spawns children in order. The inputs and output for each child are determined by the given port-mapping. For repeat and compose in their simple functional composition forms, the input of each child is defined as the output of its preceding child. For the compose nodes with arbitrary compositions, these mappings are determined based on the description given in the mini-language description of the composition.
At elem nodes, the spawning process is called for all the points in the domain of the span. All children of elem node have access to the input and output of the elem node. Finally, for every parametric dependency reached in the expression tree, a data flow graph node is generated. The parametric dependency issues point-to-point consumption requests to the input port provided. Each port receiving these requests is either mapped to another port, which in turn passes the request on, or is directly defined over a set of tasks, i.e; the output port of an elem operator, in which case the dependency definition is finished. The spawning process terminates after all the tasks are generated. We use stapl paragraph as the execution environment for our spawning process. stapl (Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library) [14, 5, 6, 13, 27 ] is a parallel library which simplifies parallel programming by providing interfaces similar to the (sequential) ISO C++ standard library (stl) [21] . With the help of the stapl paragraph we are able to run our data flow graph representation of skeletons efficiently, even on large scale systems.
In addition to the stapl paragraph environment, we can populate our data flow graphs on other execution environments, making our framework potentially portable to other data flow engines. An execution environment defines the meaning of nodes and edges in a data flow graph. Some examples of the execution environments that we provide are: (1) a GraphViz environment which allows the data flow graphs to be stored as GraphViz [11] dot files, (2) a debug environment which prints out the data flow graph specifications to standard output, (3) a graph environment which allows the data flow graphs to be stored in a stapl parallel graph container [13] .
CASE STUDIES
In this section, we show examples of using skeleton compositions in various applications. We start from the NAS EP (Embarrassingly Parallel) benchmark, which is defined as a single map-reduce skeleton. We show the NAS IS (Integer Sort) benchmark as a more complex example in which we use the bucket-sort skeleton. The bucket-sort skeleton is composed from many other provided skeletons, which is the first showcase for our composition operators. We then present the skeleton-based implementation of the 3D FFT computation used in the NAS FT (Fourier Transform). In this benchmark we use the transpose-3D skeleton, which is also composed from other skeletons. Finally, we show a real-world example, an N-Body application using the FMM algorithm, which uses the bucket-sort skeleton, as an example of reusability of skeletons, in addition to several other skeletons.
NAS Embarrassingly Parallel (EP)
The NAS EP benchmark is designed to evaluate an application with relatively little interprocessor communication.
The only communications in this benchmark are the ones used in the pseudo-random number generation in the beginning and the collection of the results in the end. This benchmark determines an upper bound for machine floating point performance. The goal is to tabulate a set of Gaussian random deviates in successive square annuli.
The skeleton-based representation of this benchmark is specified with the map-reduce skeleton. The map skeleton generates pairs of uniform pseudo-random deviates in the range of (0, 1). The pairs that satisfy the given predicate are summed to compute the global sums and compute the ten counts of deviates in square annuli.
NAS Integer Sort (IS)
In the NAS IS benchmark, an input with N keys is sorted [2] . The keys are uniformly distributed in memory and are generated using a predefined sequential key generator. The IS benchmark is expressed using the bucket-sort skeleton.
bucket_sort(bucket-sizes, bucket-redistr-info, final-sort):
Listing 3: The NAS IS benchmark defined as a bucket-sort skeleton.
In the bucket-sort skeleton (Listing 3), the number of input values in each range are put into buckets. This information is then summed using the allreduce skeleton. The summation is used to determine a well-balanced repartitioning scheme for the values in map(bucket-redistr-info). For this benchmark, we use the partitioning strategy mentioned in the NAS Benchmarks reference manual [2] . Users can provide a customized partitioning strategy to the bucket-sort skeleton instead. In the next step, input values are grouped and prepared for a global exchange (zip<3>(prepare-foralltoall )). The keys are then redistributed with the help of the alltoall skeleton. In the last step, the received values are locally sorted based on the given local sorting method (final-sort). We provide several implementations for the alltoall skeleton which can be selected by users. Currently, we support four methods for the alltoall skeleton; flat, butterfly, hybrid, and pairwise-exchange.
NAS Fourier Transform (FT)
In the NAS FT benchmark, a partial differential equation is solved by using a 3D FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) on a 3D matrix [2] . A 3D FFT algorithm is defined as three steps of applying 1D FFTs on a given matrix across each dimension. In the literature, two methods are generally used for this computation [7] : distributed and transpose-based. In the first method, an efficient distributed 1D FFT is used. Although this method is very expressive, the long-range accesses in the algorithm prevent this method from scaling beyond very small clusters [7] . In the second method, which relies on efficient implementation of the sequential 1D FFT, 1D FFTs are applied across the dimensions for which data is locally available. The matrix is transposed whenever necessary to make the values across a dimension available locally. We use the transpose-based method in our framework due to the lack of scaling in the distributed method (Listing 4).
There are also two methods for matrix partitioning which are used for 3D FFT in the literature [7, 1] : the slab decomposition, in which each processor gets a 2D slab of the input, and the pencil decomposition, in which each processor gets a pencil (column) of the input. In this paper, we show the expressive skeleton-based representation for the slab decomposition, although the pencil decomposition can be expressed in a similar way. As can be seen in Listing 4, in the forward FFT, we compute 1D FFTs across the x and y axes first, and then transpose the matrix from (x, y, z) to (z, x, y). We use transpose-3D for this step. This skeleton is defined in term of the zip and alltoall skeletons, which is omitted for the sake of brevity. After the matrix is transposed, 1D FFTs are computed across the z dimension. The reverse 3D FFT is defined in a similar way.
Listing 4: The NAS FFT benchmark.
Fast Multipole Solver (FMM)
FMM is a fast algorithm designed to allow N-body applications to work at exascale. This algorithm consists of several hierarchical kernels, as shown in Fig. 5: P2M, M2M , M2L, L2L, and L2P [28] . Using a Taylor expansion, the P2M (particle-to-multipole) kernel propagates the coordinates and potential information into a multipole expansion. The mathematical derivation method used for this step are described in [8] . The next expansion happens at the center of bigger cells using the M2M (multipole-to-multipole) kernel. The M2L (multipole-to-local) kernel then creates a local expansion, out of all multipoles in the tree, based on cell size to distance ratio. The L2L (local-to-local) kernel passes the received information downwards in the tree, until it reaches the particles, for the L2P (local-to-particle) kernel to be applied. Using the set of skeletons provided in our framework, we have implemented FMM in terms of skeletons (Listing 5). As we will see in the evaluation section, our implementation not only increases the expressivity of this algorithm, but also improves its overall performance in comparison to the reference implementations. In addition, by providing algorithm selection at user's level (switching between various implementations of alltoall, allreduce, and allgather skeletons in our framework), we allow algorithm developers to adapt their algorithm based on their heuristics. This is an advantage over the MPI implementation of such algorithms.
Moreover, our implementation is reusable for other PDE problems that can be solved using Green's function of the form listed in Eq. 6 (δ represents the Dirac delta function). The Green's function, in these problems, provides a visual interpretation of an impulse response, which is caused by a force or a charge at the center of mass.
To achieve acceptable performance in an N-Body problem, an efficient partitioning scheme should be used. This partitioning scheme has to consider three factors: number of particles per partition, workload, and input distribution. For a uniform distribution, the global geometric ORB (Orthogonal Recursive Bisection) is sufficient for achieving a suitable load-balancing. For a non-uniform distributions the plummer distribution can be used. In both cases, it is important to keep geometrically close points in the same partition, to reduce the intra-node interaction list sizes. Additionally, the previous workload and the amount of communication have to be balanced simultaneously to achieve load-balance across time-steps.
To fine-tune the partitioning algorithm based on the uniformity of input, we use the bucket-sort skeleton, listed in the IS benchmark (Listing. 3). Using this skeleton, we sort the splitters for our partitioning selection criteria and determine the physical bounds of each partition by applying an allreduce skeleton on the results. We then use the build-tree to build an octree at each partition, based on the geometric positions of particles. In the upward_pass, we recursively calls the P2M kernel for terminal cells or M2M (if a cell is within the multipole acceptance criteria). When octrees are created, we recalculate the bounds and populate them with the help of an allreduce skeleton followed by an allgather skeleton. Afterwards, to reduce communication in the next steps, we create the Local Essential Trees (LETs) in each partition and make this information available to other partitions using the alltoall skeleton. LETs contain a subset of the local tree cells that are required by other partition for their computations. Since the number of LETs required by a partition is inversely proportional to distance, the complexity of this step is O(log(P )). Once LETs are received, we combine them to form the global octree. In the upward_pass kernel, we invoke the M2L, L2P and P2P kernels on the trees, to calculate potential and acceleration of target particles. Finally, we use the repeat operator to calculate the subsequent snapshots. Since particles at boundaries might move across nearby partitions, we do not require a global repartitioning. Listing 5: N-Body using the FMM hierarchical algorithm.
EVALUATION
We have evaluated our framework on three massively parallel systems: a 24,576 node BG/Q system (Vulcan from LLNL), each node containing a 16-core IBM PowerPC A2 for a total of 393,216 cores; a 5,272 node Cray XC30 supercomputer (Piz Daint from CSCS Switzerland), each node containing a hyperthreaded 8-core Intel SandyBridge with 32GB per node, for a total of 42,176 cores (84,352 hyperthreads); and a 1,266 node Cray XC40 supercomputer (a Piz Daint extension from CSCS Switzerland), each node containing two 12-core Intel Haswell CPUs, for a toal of 30,144 cores.
Fundamental Skeletons
To show the efficiency of our fundamental skeletons we show scalability results for the map, reduce, and scan skeletons in Fig. 6, 8 , and 7. Our results indicate that these fundamental skeletons can easily scale beyond 100,000 cores. The jump at 64k processes in Fig. 7 is due to the implicit change of algorithms in the MPI implementation of MPI Scan. As you can see in this figure, the implicit algorithm selection is not always favorable. For this reason, we not only provide default efficient implementations for various fundamental skeletons, but also allow algorithm developers to choose their desired algorithm in their specification. 
NAS Benchmarks

NAS Embarrassingly Parallel
The EP benchmark shows an example of simple functional composition. This benchmark is expressed as a map-reduce skeleton. The map-reduce skeleton is in turn composed from our map and reduce skeletons. The obtained results in Fig. 9 indicate that the simple functional composition in our framework preserves the efficiency of the nested skeletons.
NAS Integer Sort
The IS benchmark shows an example of arbitrary compositions. The results for this benchmark are especially important; they are indicative of the efficiency of arbitrary compositions. Our results for class D of this application (Fig. 10 show that our skeleton-based version of this benchmark performs better than the hand-optimized version of this benchmark. The reference MPI IS implementation consists of several blocking MPI calls, such as alltoall, and allreduce. These constructs require global synchronizations in MPI after each invocation. We avoid these synchronizations by representing the problem in our framework in terms of skeletons. As mentioned earlier, the data flow representation of skeletons, along with the composition operators, can represent the data dependencies between the steps of the problem as point-to-point dependencies of their corresponding data flow graphs. This provides our implementation with better performance than the reference implementation by avoiding global synchronizations (Fig. 10 ).
NAS Fourier Transform
As shown in Fig. 11 , our implementation of the FT benchmark shows comparable performance to the hand-optimized reference implementation (Fig. 11) . The FT benchmark stresses the system with interprocessor communication in its 3D matrix transpose, requiring efficient alltoall communication. Our overhead is due to the copy-semantics of the stapl runtime system. The stapl runtime system requires one copy between the user-level to the MPI level on both sender and receiver side. These extra copies result in only 30-40% overhead in our implementation, as some of the overhead is compensated for by not requiring global synchronizations. 
Skeleton-based FMM Algorithm
As can be seen in Fig. 12 and 13, our skeleton-based implementation of the FMM algorithm can scale better than the reference implementation. In both versions, we are exploiting distributed memory parallelism; no shared-memory or GPU optimizations are involved. This is attributable to the fact that, for this benchmark, we are making a direct comparison between a hand-optimized MPI implementation, given by Exa-FMM reference code, and a Skeleton-based distributed implementation that internally uses the same serial FMM kernels given by the reference implementation.
In Fig. 12 , we show the weak-scaling results for 50k particles per process (100M particles on 2k processes). As can be seen in this figure, the execution time for the reference implementation diverges rapidly from the skeleton-based version, after 32 processes and runs out of memory after 128 processes. This is due to the overhead caused by the global communication of LETs in the reference implementation, using MPI Alltoall. Our implementation continues to scale up to 2k processes. By replacing global synchronization with point-to-point dependency and using skeletons in our algorithm, we are able to scale by 2 more orders of magnitude than the reference implementation and solve a problem of 10 8 particles.
In Fig. 13 , we show the strong scaling results for a problem of 25M particles. In this figure, the scalability of our implementation persists until 256 cores; at this point the theoretical amount of serial work assuming no communication is approximately 0.16s. This is considerably smaller than the actual amount of communication. The reference implementation crashes due of the same memory allocation issue, mentioned earlier, after 8 processes. 
